COVID-19 vaccination concerns among elderly people in Hong Kong
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COVID-19 vaccination concerns among elderly people in Hong Kong

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak occurred nearly a year, but it is continuous not under control up to the present. The ‘Fourth wave’ of pandemic just begins in Hong Kong and becomes more serious. More than a hundred people get an infection with COVID-19 per day and the death rate of elderly people is extremely high. On the 12th of December in 2020, the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region announced that it has a vaccination program for three types of special people to receive the vaccination first, for example, elderly and chronic patients as they have greater mortality rates after infection with COVID-19.1 However, COVID-19 vaccination for the elderly still has some suspicions including: i) personal physique; ii) dosage and effective time; iii) side effect as well as the safety assessments.

i) As a few elderly are declined the function of an immune system when the age increased, so-called immunosenescence results in diminished responses to vaccination. They cannot produce enough antibodies to combat the coronavirus and its body tends to be in a state of chronic low-grade inflammation.2 There is no inflammatory response when the severe acute respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus 2 infection (SARS-CoV-2) infects the respiratory tract. Hence, COVID-19 vaccination is not suitable for some elderly.

ii) According to the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, they have reached an agreement with Fosun Pharma to procure the COVID-19 mRNA vaccine (Pfizer-BNT162b2) developed by Fosun Pharma in collaboration with the German drug manufacturer BioNTech. This Pfizer-BNT162b2 vaccine has 2 doses series (30 µg per dosage) within 21 days which are injected in the intramuscular deltoid muscle and achieved 90% of protection in seven days after the second dose.3 Besides, there is another vaccine developed by AstraZeneca in collaboration with the University of Oxford, called ‘AZD1222’. It has a strong immune response and an effective rate of up to 90% if two full dosages are injected as the AstraZeneca vaccine stimulates broad antibody and T cell functions to have a better defense of the SARS-CoV-2 infection.4

iii) Regarding the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the major side effects of Pfizer-BNT162b2 vaccine such as injection site pain, fatigue, headache, muscle pain, chills joint pain, and fever. These unanticipated side effects from the first shot could deter people from going back, even the effectiveness jumped to 95% after the second. Side effects of vaccines are unusual, Fever is a signal for the immune system responding to the vaccine. This is the normal process to regulate the internal body function. The old adult experienced few side effects as they have a blunted immune response. In the early, two BNT162b2 recipients died and one AZD1222 recipient has neurological problems in clinical trials after vaccination. It is related to the recipients who got chronic diseases already but are not associated with the vaccination.5

Should elderly vaccinate during the COVID-19 pandemic? What are the effectiveness and side effects of the vaccination? These types of suspicions cannot have detailed explanations in a short time. It is required much time and works to do the investigation. The major reasons for elderly vaccination are to prevent the COVID-19 infection and get a good immune system to defend the SARS-CoV-2. However, they should consult with the doctor for safety before being vaccinated.
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